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Purpose of the Visit

I visited the laboratory Liafa and Ahmed Bouajjani for four weeks during
January 2000. The purpose of the visit was to pursue our common research,
techniques for automatically verifying the dynamic behaviour of systems with
unbounded data structures or with an arbitrary topology. Our aim is to provide
a uniform environment for verifying large systems consisting of variables over
in�nite domains, e.g., clocks, queues and integers. My thesis work aims to
accomplish this using regular languages from formal language theory. Ahmed
and I have been coauthoring a paper in CAV'99[ABJN99] about veri�cation
of systems with an arbitrary number of processes, using regular languages. A
generalization of this framework is to appear in TACAS'2000[JN00].

During the visit, we planned to write a joint contribution for CAV'2000 and
also to set new directions for future research.

Outcome

During the visit I met and discussed with several of the members of Liafa both
about our current results and about our new ideas. Many of them are from a
more theoretical community and think di�erently. Thus, the discussions gave
new insights into our problems and also new directions for further research.

In the �rst two weeks we worked on the planned contribution to CAV'2000,
titled Regular Model Checking, and we submitted the paper on the 15'th of
January. This paper discusses di�erent approaches to compute the e�ect of an
unbounded number of execution steps of a program, using regular sets. For
example, if a program has a loop adding one to a counter, the e�ect of an
unbounded number of execution steps would include adding an arbitrary amount
to the counter. During these weeks, we also found some new ideas and research
directions to extend these techniques, which we plan to pursue during this year.

I held a seminar at Liafa at the beginning of the last two weeks about our
current research. This started some discussions, especially among people from
a group working on automata and regular languages. It was very good to get
feedback from these people, since there has been a lot of research into automata
and regular languages in the past that should be useful to our work.
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